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This demo introduces an eye-gaze based generative art prototype
which was developed to extend the visitors’ experience from being
audiences to active co-creators for virtual reality (VR) art exhibi-
tions. The design generates a live community artwork based on
visitors’ visual interactions with VR exhibitions. In a VR exhibition
at a public gallery, over 100 visitors participated the new creative
process for astonishing community generated artworks.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • Applied computing→ Arts and humanities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the increasing accessibility of virtual reality (VR) creative
tools such as Google Tilt Brush and Masterpiece VR, fully immer-
sive VR art creation and installations are becoming popular in art
communities [1][2]. Cooperating with other methodologies, VR
painting offers its creators the ultimate ideation platform that sup-
ports scalar prototyping to artists as part of a 3D workflow [3].
Museums and galleries such as Louvre, Smithsonian Institute, and
TATE Modern have been at the vanguard for VR. The transition
from physical paint brush and canvas to 3D virtual environment
brings new opportunities as well as challenges. Wearing a VR head-
set, each visitor can explore artworks on their own in a private
virtual exhibition. Despite all benefits, such individual art encoun-
ters fall short of the rich visitor interactions and social experience
of conventional art exhibitions.
In one of our previous VR user experiments [4], participants
were asked to wear a VR headset and walk around to explore a VR
abstract art installation. We used a large display unit to show the
participant’s live headset view to bystanders. This public display
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Figure 1: Eye-gaze generated VR artwork
became a catalyst for vibrant interactions between visitors. Peo-
ple were discussing details of the artwork and exchanging ideas
of where they will explore. Although our VR art installation was
originally designed for individual art encounter, the public display
greatly broadened the visitor experience. Post experiment inter-
views suggested that the interactions with other visitors was a
highlight of the overall experience. Such observations led us to the
design and experimentation of eye gaze based community gener-
ative VR content that can link the personal VR experience with
community interactions in the physical space. The unique design
allows visitors to become part of the exhibition with no added
cognitive load during VR exploration.
2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The system aims at generating live community content based on
how visitors engage with the VR paintings during an exhibition.
Figure 2: System for Community Generated VR Painting
Each visitor’s most favourite parts of the paintings are added to
a generated artwork as part of the exhibition. We use eye gaze
on brush strokes of VR painting to analyse user interactions with
artworks. Compared with other methods such as survey and opera-
tions using VR controllers, eye gaze detection is direct, objective
and non-intrusive for visual art encounters. Visitor can engage with
the artwork as they normally do without explicitly reporting the
parts of the artwork that attract their attention.
As depicted in Figure 2, the system contains key elements for VR
art installation, tracking, analysis and composition. VR artworks
were created by artists using Google Tilt Brush and subsequently
imported in a Unity3D-driven VR exhibition environment. Brush
strokes of VR paintings are maintained as independent 3D objects
for accurate gaze mapping and user attention analysis. A typical
abstract VR painting may contain over 10,000 brush strokes in total.
The system supports concurrent viewing sessions from multiple VR
exhibition stations. Each station is equipped with an eye-tracking
enabled VR headset such as HTC VIVE PRO Eye, a controller for
VR navigation, and custom Unity3D functions that process raw
tracking data (e.g., head and eye orientation). All VR stations push
their live tracking data to a common user interaction database.
When a visitor takes off the VR headset at the end of a view-
ing session, the headset’s proximity sensor triggers the attention
analysis function to analyse the captured user activities data such
as eye-gaze, eye blink, and body and head movements in physical
and VR space. The top 30 most popular brush strokes from each
viewer are identified with the help of machine learning and the cor-
responding VR assets are extracted from the original VR artwork for
content creation. The generative function maintains the community
artwork and appends new content using a selected composition,
which determines how VR assets are arranged together. Depending
on the preference of an art exhibition, a composition could be:
• A point cloud with discrete 3D coordinates. VR assets are
assigned to the coordinates randomly or in a particular order.
• A artist-drawn or equation-defined path or surface. 3D coor-
dinates are sampled on the path or surface.
• A self composition function that mimic the style of a given
artwork.
The generative function may keep all original properties of VR
assets or apply necessary adjustments. For instance, exhibitors can
normalise the size of VR assets so they are equally represented in
the result.
3 PAINT PARK VR EXHIBITION
Our systemwas used in a public exhibition Paint Park at MKGallery
in Milton Keynes, UK. Paint Park [5] is an installation of immersive
virtual and physical paintings that blurs the lines and boundaries
of traditional mark-making through the immersive qualities of vir-
tual reality abstract painting. Visitors were invited to put on VR
headsets and explore the VR abstract painting Topsy Turvy. The
painting includes two parts. Topsy contains over 40,000 conven-
tional style brush strokes such as Oil Paint and Wet Paint, while
Turvey includes over 10,000 special effect brush strokes including
Neon Pulse, Chromatic Wave and Electricity.
Figure 1 shows a community generated artwork based on the eye
gaze attention of 100+ visitors. A 3D point cloud of a house plant is
used for composition. The resultant VR painting preserves all prop-
erties (such as animated light effects) of brushes originally set by
the artist. The generated artworks were in display in gallery foyer
throughout the public exhibition. Each visitor was able to see how
their personal experience was reflected on the artwork immediately
after their viewing session. The system supports accelerated re-
plays of the generative process as illustrated in our supplementary
submissions. Exhibitors can change the composition on-the-fly.
4 CONCLUSIONS
Eye gaze driven community generative art can greatly improve the
engagement and social experience of visitors at VR art exhibitions.
It also provides artists with a new avenue for creative practices.
At demo sessions of the conference, we plan to demonstrate a
live system with the installation of a VR fine art painting. While
visitors explore the artwork, they’ll be contributing to a ACM MM
community generated artwork which will be on display throughout
the demo sessions and hosted on a public website for wider audi-
ence. The demo will foster discussions on VR system engineering,
interactive art practice, generative AI and human-centred designs.
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